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noacan d868ddde6e zebger says: at 10:31 am. Thanks for the tip! I'm really curious about
their reliability, but judging by the prices on the manufacturer's website, you can take
them without looking. The main thing is not to let them down with service. I already have
experience with returns under warranty on smartphones: both HTC and Samsung. And
what is typical: no one has had problems with service, neither in Russia nor in the USA.
Yes, there was some mishap at HTC, but apparently I was looking in the wrong place. And
although the problem was already solved, when I realized I would have to return them, I
immediately returned them to the store Re: how do you feel about the HTC One X? Post
Olez " 06 Sep 2015, 06:54 I don't really like it either. I can't understand why everyone
likes it. I don't even understand what's the point of it, why they love it? Its screen is not
very big, the processor is weak, and the price is almost 2 times higher than other flagships
Re: How do you feel about the HTC One X? Post kirill " 09 Sep 2015, 14:52 Not really
familiar with this brand. As far as I'm concerned, it mostly fails to offer anything
worthwhile Post lubiteli_baklazhan " 04 Jan 2013, 10:01 I understand that the bulk of
users are those who encounter it more often for work than in life Message sava6363 " 04
Jan 2013, 10:02 I think they all have the same problem, most don't have a working sensor
or lock button Post lubiteli_baklazhan " 04 Jan 2013, 10:16 sava6363 And I don't have a
working Home button, but the sensor works fine Message SvetlanaP " 08 Jan 2013, 11:56
am. Hello! And I also do not work Home button, and the sensor works. I wanted to install
the game through the phone, but it did not work, or rather I installed it, but there is a
password-which is removed-that is the question, because the password can not enter. I do
not even see it, and it is there. And if I myself can not remove it, how can I do it? Help
please sava6363 wrote(a): And I do not work the Home button, and the sensor works fine.
I, unfortunately, also do not work the home button. If you press "home" with the camera
off, the video is not written. If you turn on the camera - it is written. I was about to give
up this function, but no - after turning off and on the camera, the camera turns on again,
as when you press the Home button. Ie the problem is not in the built-in camera, it works
fine at me Re: Video for cars Posted by sava6363 " 09 Dec 2014, 16:49 Regarding
watching video from the camera through the "DVR" site - I still don't understand how this
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feature works. There is no such recording in the "Video" section, only CCTV cameras are
there. I think this camera has a recording mode either by motion or by schedule. I did not
understand just how to turn it on. On the site there is no "View recording" button, there is
only how to turn on the video? Maybe you have some thoughts on this Post sava6363 "
December 29, 2014, 13:50 As promised, I'm posting live video from the camera. You can
see cars passing through the yard, as you can see a piece of the street from the window.
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